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Richardson pledges
outside prosecutor
WASHINGTON (AP) - Elliot L
Richardson pledged yesterday to
appoint a special outside prosecutor to
investigate the Watergate scandal, if
confirmed as attorney general, and
said he will seek Senate approval of his
choice.
The White House, acting on President Niion's behalf and using language
he approved, issued a sweeping denial
that Nixon was involved in any way in
the Watergate affair or its cover-up.
"Any suggestion that the President
was aware of the Watergate operation
is untrue." deputy press secretary
Gerald L Warren said in Key Biscayne. Fla.. as the President wound up
a long -veekend there. "Any suggestion
that the President participated in any
cover-up activities is untrue."
RICHARDSON called a news con
ference to announce he will heed
growing demands for an independent
prosecutor once he is confirmed as
attorney general.
He said he will seek approval for the
prosecutor from the Senate Judiciary
Committee and the full Senate ai
though such confirmation is not
required.
Warren said Nixon had not talked
with Richardson about such a special
prosecutor nor had the names of any
potential candidates been relayed to

Forgery plot revealed by Hunt

I' <

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Watergate
conspirator E. Howard Hunt has
testified secretly that former White
House counsel Charles W Colson told
him to forge State Department
cablegrams to make it appear that
President John F Kennedy had
ordered the assassination of South
Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem,
it was revealed yesterday.
Hunt's revelation that be doctored
actual cablegrams to make them
implicate Kennedy was made in
Washington. DC, grand jury
lastimony given last Wednesday.
It was released by the Pentagon
Papers trial judge here.

of his own analysis of the Pentagon
papers and State Department files as a
member of the White House
undercover unit
Hunt said Colson wanted to bide
direct evidence of White House
involvement, calling the plan "too
hot."

IN HIS TESTIMONY, Hunt said the
plat to link Kennedy to the Diem
sination was hatched as a result

"I SHOWED him three or four
cables that indicated that they bad
pretty close to pulled the trigger

Hunt said he reported to Colson that
there were many gaps in the series of
State Department cables concerning
the Diem involvements in 1963.
"Mr. Colson said. Well, what kind of
material have you dug up on the files
that would indicate Kennedy
complicity?'" Hunt said.

against Premier Diem s head," said
Hunt.
"But it didn't say so in so many
words. Inferentially, one would say it
was a high degree of administration
complicity in the central assassination
of Diem and his brother "
Hunt then said. "Mr. Colson said.
Well, that isn't enough. Do you think
you can improve on them?' 1 said yes, I
probably could, but not without
technical assistance. He said. Well I
won't be able to give you any technical
help. This is too not. See what you can
do on your own.'
"SO WITH MEAGER means at my
disposal." Hunt said, "...I set about
creating cables."
He said he used a Xerox machine,
razor blades and a typewriter.

He said he consulted with the FBI on
what kind of typeface was used on such
cablegrams, and found out he could not
get a typewriter to reproduce that
particular type. He realized that any
investigation would uncover the flaw
and decided not to release the cables.
But after the cables were complete,
Hunt said he received a call from
Colson's office saying a newsman-Bill
Lambert of Time-Life-was being sent
over to see the cables.
"I BEGAN to believe that was the
purpose Mr. Colson had in mind," said
Hunt. But Hunt said he was advised,
"Don't let them get out of your hands

the President Richardson said he has
not yet found the right person for the
probe.
His announcement met with
approval in the Senate, which voted
last week to urge such an appointment.
He made no estimate of when he will
be ready to name the prosecutor, but
said he will be given "all the independence, authority and staff support
needed to carry out tasks entrusted to
him."
THE PROSECUTOR, Richardson
said, will report only to him as attorney general-implying President Nixon
will have no direct hand in the investigation
The White House consistently has
refused in recent weeks to comment on
individual news reports on Watergate.
Bat it broke its silence in the wake of
news magazine stories that Nixon personally congratulated ousted White
House Counsel John W. Dean HI last
September for concealing administration connections to Watergate.
Time and Newsweek said Dean is
prepared to give such testimony.
Dean reportedly is trying to get immunity from prosecution in return for
his testimony before the Senate Select
Committee on Watergate, which is
scheduled to begin hearings about May

false," the deputy press secretary said.
NEWSWEEK reported that after the
December plane crash that killed
Hunt's wife, the Watergate defendant
sent his lawyer to the While House * itli
the message that "something had to be
done" to prevent a long jail sentence
for Hunt.
"Ehrlichman said. 'I'll check',"
Newsweek reported
He went in to
see the President When Khrluhman
returned. Dean said, he brought with
him what he said was Mr Nixon's
promise of executive clemency lor
Hunt
Ehrlichman allegedly told Colson
(Charles W Colson. Khrlichman's
aide) to reassure
that everything
is okay' but not lobe too specific."'
Majority leader Mike Mansfield (IV
Mont.) said it now is up to the Senate
whether to act on a resolution calling
on Richardson to name a special prosecutor and asking Nixon to submit the
appointee for approval.
Such a resolution was introduced last
week by Sen Edward W. Riooke i ItMass)

Embry to discuss

It.
THE FIRST such immunity was
granted last week by Chief U.S. Dist
Judge John J. Sirica for E. Howard
Hunt, one of the seven convicted
conspirators in the burglary and
bugging of Democratic Party headquarters last June 17.
The immunity grant was revealed
yesterday.
It was the second time Hunt, who
pleaded guilty to the charges, was
given so-called "use immunity." He
and the six other conspirators in the
case received similar grants for their
testimony before a federal grand jury.
In Florida. Warren also denied an
account in the current issue of Newsweek that Hunt had been, promised
executive clemency by John D. Ehrlichman.
"Any suggestion that the president
ever authorized the offering of clemency to anyone in this case is ...

'Sports revolution'
Wayne Embry. general manager of
the Milwaukee Bucks National
Basketball Association iNB.M learn,
will speak tonight at 8 in the Pink
Dogwood Room, Union
His topic will be "What's
Happening: A New Revolution In
Sports."
Embry was scheduled to speak Ipi il
19, but canceled his engagement to
attend the NBA player drafl held m
New York.
A graduate of Miami University,
Embry was chosen to the NBA All-Star
team live times in his 11-year career
with the Cincinnati Royals. Boston
Celtics and Milwaukee
He became the Bucks general
manager last March and is also a learn
vice president.

Karate club controls crowds
during concerts at Kent State
How do you handle 5.200 persons at a
concert with the Mothers of Invention
aad the Mahavishnu Orchestra?
At Kent State University (KSU) last
week, the answer was a Cleveland
karate club.
Mate Solomon, concert chairman for

the KSU All-Campus Planning Board,
said yesterday campus police officers
are also used to patrol concerts, out
the karate club seems to be the key to
the concert security program.
He said between 18 and 20 members
of the Cleveland club guard the doors

Comments sought
on concert issue
Students, faculty and administrators with suggestions and/or
comments on the issue of smoking and drinking at concerts should
submit them to the Student Body Organization iSBOi. 406 Student
Services Bldg.. by noon Thursday.
Dr. Richard Eakin. vice provost for student affairs, said yesterday
a meeting will be held Thursday at 4 p.m. to discuss the issue.
Larry Whiteleatber. SBO coordinator of cultural affairs and
Cultural Boost chairman, said because the meeting is not open to the
public, recommendations must be submitted in writing.
DR. EAKIN said representatives of SBO; Union Activities
Organization; Karma, drop-in drug center; Pi Kappa Alpha social
fraternity; and the BG Student Co-op have been invited to attend the
meeting.
In addition. Jerry Martin, assistant director for Union programs;
Richard Stoner. Union director; and J. Claude Scbeuerman, vice
president for operations, will attend the meeting, be said.
Whiteleatber said, "We want to get all the input possible to the
Student Affairs Office before the policy decision is made.
"This is the last possible chance for input and I can personally
guarantee that all recommendations will be aired, because I will be
reading them."
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice provost for student affairs, said last week
the policy could be ready at the end of this week or by next fall at the
latest.
At that time be said he would not tolerate smoking of any type or
using alcoholic beverages at concerts because they violate existing
laws

and the area around the stage to keep
"people from being where they're not
supposed to be."
BEFORE concerts, campus police
officers are used mostly to handle
traffic and parking problems.
Afterwards, he said they move into the
concert ball.
Solomon said the karate club
members, first obtained through
concert promoters Belkin Productions.
are paid "just like the police, but they
do a much better job."
"When you have 5,000 people at a
concert, two or three policemen just
can't do anything.'' Solomon said.
He said KSU has had few drug
problems with concert crowds. "We
had Pink Floyd, which would draw as
heavy a drug crowd as any group in the
concert circuit, and we didn't have
many problems at that concert." be
said.
If someone is seen entering a concert
with any kind of alcoholic beverage, be
or she is asked to either leave it at the
door or take it home.
Announcements are made at the
beginning of a performance that the
state fire marshal prohibits smoking in
the concert hall, but Solomon said the
concert promoters "are not too
worried about that"
A CAMPUS volunteer ambulance
iquad and representatives from a local
drug abase center are on hand in case
of any drug problems. "They've done a
credibly good job," Solomon said.
He said there have been no threats
from the KSU administration that it
will ban concerts if the crowds
misbehave. "They've been pretty nice
tous.'hesaid

Got
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concert policy

unions extend power
By William F. Bactlcy Jr.

The meeting scheduled for Thursday to discuss smoking and
drinking at concerts must be made open to the public.
The problem of smoking and drinking at concerts if it is a
problem-should be solved by students One step in the right
direction would be to open the meeting so all concerned students could provide suggestions and recommendations.
Only selected students representing the Union Activities
Organization, the Student Body Organization. Karma, the BG
Student Co-op and one social fraternity have been invited to
attend
Larry Whiteleather. SBO coordinator of cultural affairs and
one of the student representatives, said, "We want to get all
the input possible to the Student Affairs Office before the
policy decision is made."
There is no better way to accomplish that goal than to let
students attend the meeting in person, not through their
written comments and recommendations.
The University must realize that college students can be,
and usually are, responsible adults.
Let students solve their problems. A group directly
concerned will offer better alternatives than a group of
administrators concerned about the image of the University.
If the University is not going to allow students to consider
the problem without administrative interference, the least it
can do is let more than a few students attend the meeting

misdirection
The $20,000 slash in the budget of the Office of Experimental
Studies is an example of misdirected University priorities.
The program was established in November. 1969 as a branch
of the honors program to provide a creative and innovative
alternative to the traditional classroom situation.
We question the University's judgment in slashing the
experimental studies budget by one-third.
By doing so. the University is apparently placing too great
an emphasis on regular catalogue electives. that often are
uninteresting and ignoring an experience that might prove
innovative and exciting.
We realize the University has come upon hard financial
times, but we question if the University knows just where
education is going, in view of its setback of the (experimental
Studies Office.

There is the usual talk about the
unavailability of summer jobs with the
inevitable suggestion that the federal
government ought to collect more
taxes, so as to subsidize more jobs for
teenagers and college students.
In New York City, the minimum
wage is $1.85 per hour, which makes
for an unappetizing 174 per weekhardly enough to sustain a young
person traveling to New York to work
for the summer, let alone a means for
salting away money to help with
expenses during the ensuing academic
year.
Seventy-four dollars per week is
attractive only if a) your parents live
in New York and you can get free
room, or room and board, or if b) the
alternative is no work at all and no
money at all
IN CONVERSATION with a friend in
San Francisco last week 1 learned
about his attractive son. who after a
very brief dalliance in college, opted
out Instead, he took a job-the first job
that came lo mind.
But the young man. aged 20. for all
that he was an academic dullard, has
his eyes on the main economic chance
He elected to work in a garage washing
trucks and performing minor
maintenance such as changing tires
"What he was called on to do." says
his father, an industrious self-made
man with a high sense of irony.
requires no training at all. none
whatsoever "
Whereupon he pulled out of his
pocket a xerox of the weekly statement
that accompanied his son's most
recent paycheck Hours Worked. 40.
Overtime Hours Worked: 9.5. Regular
Pay: $236.80 Overtime Pay $84 36
Cross Wages $321 16.
LET EVEN THE worldly whistle
with amazement.
That comes to $590 for totally
unskilled work, and nearly $9 an hour
for overtime
The reason'1 The Teamsters Union
I have never understood why those
who devote their lives to the criticism
of inequity should grant such

immunities as they do to labor unions
that succeed in ripping off whole
industries for the benefit of their own.
DURING THE RECENT campaign
George McGovern made much of the
salary of the president of the Ford
Motor Company
I remember figuring it out. that
though the sum is enormous-up around
a half-million dollars- a I it came to 17
cents per Ford car sold during the
year; and b) the salary was voted by
the directors of the company out of c)
funds that belonged to the
stockholders
It needs to be stressed and restressed that, by contrast, when a
labor union maneuvers to pay nearly
six dollars an hour to a 20-year-old boy.
it is exercising raw power at the
expense of the public.
IF IN THE NEW YORK area
employers are not able to pay more
than S185 for unskilled labor, the
economic meaning of the operation is
very plain: the Teamsters Union, by
the exercise of monopoly powers, holds
up an entire industry, forces it to pay
utterly unrealistic wages, drives up the

price of trucking accordingly, and
depresses all businesses- and
consumers-who rely on trucking.
The unions that pay the most money
per hour are most proud of their
accomplishments, and their leaders
are the heroes of the rank and file,
even as Jimmy Hoffa was. is. and ever
shall be.
But il requires a singular ignorance
of the economic system and of the
implications of monopoly power to
applaud the accomplishments of such
as Jimmy Hoffa.
UNFORTUNATELY. IT 18
suggested that people "resent" a 20year-old college dropout grossing
$321.16 per week. I for one do not
resent it in the least.
What one resents is the means by
which that sum of money comes lo
hun. and the dogged silence of the
injustice collectors who let it happen
without a trace of criticism.
The very young generation,
struggling to find summer work, is up
against a curious combination of
pressures.

On toe one hand there is the
monopoly labor union which because it
charges preposterous prices, hangs
onto its privileges and is not anxious to
give free training to potential
competitors.
THUS IN THE construction trades
unions, in the electrical union and in
the plumbers union, they are not
anxious to take on summer help.
At the other end is the minimum
wage, which is more than many tiny
businesses can afford to pay, and this
means that the corner baker or sign
painter cannot take on someone for
11.00 an hour which low figure someone
already receiving room and board
might be glad to take in return for
learning a skill
HOW CURIOUS IT is that the free
marketplace could so quickly resolve
these distortions if it were left to its
own devices
It is that same free marketplace that
the critics, by their attentions and
inattentions, are ever at work
weakening, and disparaging.
Woihinglon SlorKm, htarunx SyndkaU
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issue fosters moral problem
By Marshall McBridr
< iurst (olimiisl
On May 8 many people will vote yes
on Issue No 1. believing that a state
lottery is a painless way to raise state
revenue
Why should anyone oppose the
lottery? They reason if a person
disapproves of gambling he doesn't
have to participate Only those who
wish to play will pay.
BUT THIS IS TO condone the state's
exploitation of the poor, for a major
portion of lottery money comes from

the ghetto. People of a low economic
and educational level are particularly
susceptible to the hard sell advertising
Thus the lottery functions as a
regressive tax. taking most from those
who can least afford it.
It is claimed that a state lottery
would help run organized crime's
numbers rackets out of business. But
this has not proven to be the case with
existing state lotteries
The director of New York's lottery
admitted, "We have no hard evidence
that our lottery operation has hurt the
illegal numbers racket."
A PENNSYLVANIA prosecutor
reported a rise in the numbers racket

since the lottery began. State
promotion which extols the virtue* of
gambling brings customers to
racketeers as well as to the state.
In the past obviously, racketeers
could not promote gambling openly,
now the state governments are doing it
for them As the lottery becomes
socially acceptable, more and more
people take part and they begin to see
the advantages of extra-legal gambling
i higher payoffs, easier tax evasions >
Finally a lottery cultivates greed and
materialism, two things already
abound in our society. While these
moral problems cannot be eradicated
by legislation, we need not lend state
support to fostering their growth.

'HCrtMSfCH^

it should have been
Flowers in gunbarrels
Glad I wasn't there
Students demanding rights
There was violence in the air.
It was the rock against the gun
And the Students were on the run
The Guards finally took Pagoda Hill
Not realizing that they would kill.
For 13 seconds bullets rang aloud
Finally dispersing the radical crowd
Then it was over and we all know
That there were four dead in Ohio
This thing it shouldn't have been
It's taking it to a very extreme end
People dying to end the War
Can't understand what it's all for.

■.-••

Craig Megyes
432 Compton

THEREFORE, I HAVE DECIDED TO INVOKE EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE AND FORGIVE MYSELF!'

reader's forum
I new yorkers
_ Alter visiting the New York area for
l while. I came to a few conclusions
about your city and area
- 'First of all. the people generally look
tie tame, if you've seen one. you've
seen them all.
Apparently what's good for one. is
food for all. safety in numbers. The
boys are mildly fag looking, hair not
too greasy, not too dry. clod hoppers,
driving taxi cabs, wearing Salvation
Army rejects.
THE GIRLS ARE products of Slime
magazine, with the personality of a
just squeezed pimple, wasting time
until they find a pimp, wearing nothing
fnost of the time

Looking a stranger in the eye also
seems taboo, that is if vou value your
health
With 7.000,000 of you doing this, it
gels to be a pretty scummy situation,
which was precisely my initial
impression upon visiting your "fair"
parking lot
I HOPE YOU GET the point. Miss
I'onnine - it's simply ignorance to
generalize for such a broad segment of
the population, especially on your
surface observations
Finally, in response to your
allegation of Bowling Green students
being mindless wonders. I would like to
point out that you are a resident of the
detachment capital of toe work), and it
is a psychological fact that people tend
to view their own inadequacies in
others
Von Niezgoda
321 Anderson Hall
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you'd be suprised at the results

self-product
What is conformity?
Those who see conformity are
conformity For someone, I guess, as
astute a judge of people as Chris
Connine. you've generalized 15.000
people into a short visit.
How many times did you actually try
to break the barrier That is. what are
you afraid of that you couldn't go up to
those bell-bottomed pants and see
faces.
IF YOU WENT UP to those people
and communicated, and 1 don't mean
the 90 second front of "How's the
weather, etc ." but meet the person.

You're a product of yourself Those
people who can't stare in the eyes have
a long way to go to awareness, but how
aware can you be to see one picture.
People are different and there are a
lot of together people if you let yourself
meet them. What you are speaks so
loudly that I can't hear a word you say.
REFLECT FOR A MOMENT, and
be aware that you are talking about
yourself everytime you speak,
everytime you say something it's part
of you.
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So don't be so eager to condemn and
work on yourself before you analyze
others. The world is what you want.
Harold Kolbe
802 Sixth St. Apt. 3
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Discrimination case pending
U.S. Department of Health,
Education aad Welfare
(HEW) Mid yeaterday she
"kM no idea when tk* Urn
veriity wttl be investigated
la connection with charges
of aei discrimination in
employmeat practices
The University is charged
by the Woman's Equity

Action League (WEAL) with
sex discrimination in hiring
and promotion practices,
prohibited by Executive
Order ID*.
Odessa Fellows, acting
chief of the Higher Education Branch of the Office of
Civil Rights at Chicago's
regional HEW office, said
investigation of "class

Sexual effects
COLUMBUS (AP) - Doctors must
learn to recognise and treat the
sexual side effecu of illness, as weU
at the illness itself. Dr. Mary S.
CalderoM told Ohio physicians
yesterday.
Dr. Calderoue. director of the Sex
Information and Education Council of
the United States, spoke on "Human
Sexuality and the Practicing
Physician" during the annual
meeting of the Ohio State Medical
Association.
"Most doctors are unaware of the
sexual Implications of most medical
conditions." she said, adding that
most medical schools "never
mentioned the word 'sex' " until a
few years ago

Time's report
NEW YORK (AP) - Time magazine
says it has learned that results of
wiretaps allegedly ordered by
President Nixon were stolen from the
FBI after Director J Edgar Hoover
.used them to blackmail" the White

action'' complaints like the
one filed against the University has been suspended
FELLOWS said class
action complaints will be reviewed after individual complaints filed with the
regional HEW office have
been resolved. There are
about 90 such complaints
pending, she said.

After the individual complaints have been investigated, about 25 class action
complaints must be bandied
before the review team
visits the University
She said the University
will be notified shortly
before the review is to
begin. A review of the University from data available

newsnoTes

House, which was pressuring for his
removal.
The magazine reported that when
W Mark Felt, now the FBI's No. 2
man. asked Asst. Atty. Gen Robert
C. Mardian who had taken the
wiretap documents. Mardian told
him:
'Ask the President Or ass
Mitchell."
Time said on Sunday that Nixon had
asked the FBI early in 1968 to Up the
telephones of two New York Times
reporters and four White House aides
in an effort to plug leaks involving
military policy discussions.

CIA assistance
NEW YORK (AP) - Sources say
that while Marine Corps
Commandant Robert E. Cushman Jr
was serving as deputy director of the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),
he gave the go-ahead for CIA
assistance in the burglary of the
office of Daniel Ellsberg's former
psychiatrist, the New York Times
said yesterday.
Ellsberg is a defendant in the

Pentagon papers trial
The Times, quoting sources close to
the Watergate case, said Uen
Cushman authorized the use of CIA
material and research for the
burglary at the request of former
Presidential assistant John I)
Ehrlichman

Pulitzer Prize
NEW YORK (AP)
The
Washington Post won the I'ulitzer
Prize for public service yesterday (or
its stories about the Watergate
scandal.
The prize for reporting on national
affairs went to Robert Boyd and
Clark Hoyt of the Knight Newspapers
for their disclosure of the history of
psychiatric therapy of Sen Thomas
Eagleton (D-Mo.) which resulted in
his withdrawal as the Democratic
vice presidential nominee
Associated Press photographer
Nick Ut. a 22-year-old Vietnamese,
won the prize for spol news
photography for his picture of a little
naked Vietnamese girl running from
a napalm bombing

at the Chicago office will be
completed before the compliance team visits the University.
The review at the University will be conducted no
matter what the data avail
able at the regional office
may show. Fellows said
SHE SAID the length of
(mie required for a review
varies with the size of the
institution. Similar reviews
have taken from one week lo
a month. Fellows said
Fellows' office is responsible only for investigating
alleged violations of Executive Order 11246 But the
formal charge against the
University also urges an
investigation for violations
of the Higher Education Act
The act deals with admissions policies and (inancial
aid to women students,
while the executive order is
loncerned with University
employees
Fellows said she was sure
reviews to check for violalions of both these acts will
be conducted simultaneously

£,
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Wine
tasting

U.S. diplomat's fate uncertain
tors, who called themselves
members of a leftist guerrilla terror group, may not
keep their part of a deal with
the Mexican government to
release him unharmed in exchange for the freedom of 30
young prisoners from Mexican jails.
Terrance G Leonhardy,
58. US consul general in
Guadalajara, was kidnapped
about four blocks from bis
home Friday. He has communicated by a note, dated
Saturday, saying be was
well and had been promised
freedom

GUADALAJARA. Mexico
Anxiety increased at
the home of a kidnapped
American diplomat yesterday as the hours passed with
no word of his safely.
Fear aiose that his abduc
IAP)

11 to study recreational needs
Univeriity President
Hollis A. Moore Jr. yesterday named 11 persons to a
committee to study campus
recreational needs.
At a meeting of the University Board of Trustees
last Thursday. Dr. Moore
said expanding University
swimming facilities,
improving outside athletic
courts and constructing an
indoor recreational facility
would be the committee's

primary areas of concern.
The athletic building
would be for intramural
sports, with little emphasis
on intercollegiate competition, be said.
Dr. Annie Clement, chairwoman of the physical
education and recreation
department, was named
chairman of the committee.
OTHER MEMBERS Are

Back to
the dark

Paul Haas, associate professor of economics;
Barbara Keller, assistant
dean of students. Norman
Rood, member of the Board
of Trustees.
Syd Scott, resident advisor
for minority students and
chairman of the University
human relations committee;
Dr. Eldon Snyder. professor
of sociology; and A. John
White, assistant professor of
health and physical educa-

tion (HPE)
The four student members
are Gary Davis, junior
IA&SI. Lee Olson. Student
Body Organization vice
president. Sue Smith, junior
(Ed); and Mark Walker,
student representative to the
Board of Trustees
A MEETING to discuss
the feasibility of building
such a facility will be held
tomorrow at 8 pin in the
White Dogwood Room.
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Union
Dl Clement; l)r Samuel
Cooper, chairman of the
HPE department, and
Ku-hard Young, director of
intercollegiate athletics,
will present their ideas and
suggestions.
The meeting is open to the

INSIDE Leonhardy's
home on a wide, green
boulevard in one of Guadalajara's upper middle-class

public

neighborhoods, the diplomat's wife and two
daughters awaited word on
his fate.
The first demands of the
kidnappers, who identified
themselves as members of
the "Revolutionary Armed
Forces of the People," were
for the liberation and safe
conduct to Cuba of 30 guerrillas and terrorists in seven
Mexican jails.
Most of them turned out to
be young people accused of
bank robberies, bombings,
shootings and subversion
Some had been in prison
since 1972 without trial.
President Luis Echeverria
ordered the government to
comply with the demand for
release of the prisoners and
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Crisis Phone
352-PLUS

SUPER
MARKET

CENTRE

201S. Main St across from Mid-American Bank
NOW OPEN Sundays 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Weekdays 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Prices Good Until May 13, 1973

Pepsi Cola
12oz.pk.

Home Dairy
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Hills Bros.
Instant Coffee
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Tony S

' u«f rw
Hamburg « Hot Dog
4for
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Coupon Good at Red & White

Coupon Good at Red & White
.

cleared tune on the nation's
largest television network so
communiques from the kidnapers could be broadcast.
Exactly at 4 p.m.. as the
kidnapers demanded, a
Cuban Embassy official
went before the television
cameras and announced that
the 30 had arrived safety in a
plane and were under the
protection of the Cuban
government.
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Lottery predictions split

N.»H)l»l. by J.«.ph W D—wol

Trying attempt 'T-%"*
«-••—

COLUMBUS (AP) - The
leader of a church group
against a state lottery predicted it will be given a
"proper burial" today while
Gov. John J. GUligan indicated be thought it would
pass' 'overwhelmingly.''
The constitutional amendment proposal to lift the
Ohio prohibition against lotteries Is the top attraction
on an otherwise lackluster
off-year primary.
Dr. Paul Minus, chairman
of the Obioans Against the
Lottery, said opponents have
been gaining ground in
recent weeks and that
"major newspapers around
the state nave declared
themselves against Issue 1."
GUligan. meanwhile, said
Sunday be based his prediction on passage of the lottery
issue on newspaper polls be
has read "I think it will
pass overwhelmingly," be
said
THE GOVERNOR has not
been a chief advocate of a
lottery, claiming them as
acceptable "as a fun thing"
if voters want them. But be

• —.~i IM MO. Alpha CM

Indian pact details released
WOUNDED KNEE, SI)
(API - The new agreement
to end the siege of Wounded
Knee is generally along the
lines of one signed more
than a month ago. but It falls
snort of what the Indians
had asked when they took
over the villabe Feb. 27.
The latest pact deals
mainly with disarming the
insurgents, dismantling
federal positions and establishing a temporary peacekeeping force on the Pine
Ridge Reservation

Chief U.S. Marshal Wayne
('nlhum said the disarmament agreement was ncccs
sary because the April 5
truce was (on vague" in
that respect
The original American
Indian Movement demands
included
- The Oglala Sioux Tribal
constitution be dissolved by
(he Buruil »( Indian Affairs
i K1A i and tribal govern
ment lie administered by (he
BIA until I new constitution
is written

--Tribal President Richard
Wilson be ousted and new
elections held.
-THE OCCUPATION
force, except for the
leaders, be given amnesty
and that the leaders be
charged only by grand jury
indictment
-All Indian lands be returned to individual owners
and all Indian lands leased
In Don Indians be on lease
terms of no longer than two
years, instead of the present

• • • •••••••••• *• • *•••••
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five-year terms.
The Indian nations in the
United States be given
sovereignty
The agreement signed
Sunday implements most of
(he April 5 agreement, with
a few exceptions, plus the
specifics for disarmament
It provides:
At 9 a.m. EDT today the
government will remove all
its armored personnel
carriers from the Wounded
Knee and the insurgents will

evacuate all bunkers, roadblocks and fortifications and
assemble at the teepee
chapel
-The bunkers will be
covered over, roadblocks
dismantled and the area
searched for weapons by
government officers. A residual force of about 49 marshals will remain at a command post in Wounded Knee
from two to four weeks,
Colburnsaid.

SEN. RONALD M.
MOTTL i 1)24 Parma I.
sponsor of the legialative
resolution that placed the
question on the ballot, said
he was sticking by his prediction that it will win big.
by a margin of as much as 31
Secretary of State Ted W
Brown predicted that only
about 32 per cent of the
state's 5.238.000 eligible
voters will cast ballots
Except for the lottery, he
said the six other proposed
constitutional amendments
"seem to have drawn very
little attention." His voter
forecast was 1.680.000
A constitutional change
that would allow political
subdivisions to claim property for water and sewer
improvements faster than al
present is among the most
significant of the other proposals
KNOWN AS THE quick

TUESDAY NIGHT
GET
3 LARGE COKES FREE

Tuesday Special

¥

FISH & CHIPS

¥

English style batter dipped Fish and French Fries

All You Can Eat $1.29

¥
¥

• ••••• •••••••••••••••^ ¥
Model Open...Noon till 6 P.M.

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
Next to Sterling

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

take" amendment, issue 2
would allow unused land to
be taken prior to court litigation fixing a price, after
the claiming subdivision had
made a deposit which would
be subject to appeal.
Issues 3 through 6. in
order as they appear on the
ballot, would-Delete antiquated constitutional language prohibiting a convicted embezzler from holding office
unless the embezzled funds
were repaid, a ban already
covered by statute
-Eliminate a requirement
for a Supreme Court Com-

mission, a provision that has
not been used since the late
1800s.
-Permit the legislature to
amend the Supreme Court's
ruled of procedure which it
now may approve or reject
only as a package.
-Allow Ohio's 172 municipal judges, like those of all
other courts in the state, to
receive pay increases during
their elective terms.
-Permit the legislature to
revise its rules of procedure
and place a requirement into
the Constitution requiring
annual sessions

Library lights
will dim today
Today at 2 p m the University Library will dim its
lights to emphasize the
effect of reduced federal
support for libraries.
The Library is participating in a nationwide program to increase the
public's awareness of
libraries and their services
"Dimming the Lights on the
Public's Right to Know' is
the theme for the campaign
sponsored by the American
Library Association t Al.Ai.
IN THE last fiscal year,
funds available nationally
for libraries and library-related projects were reduced
by more than a billion
dollars from the amount
authorized by Congress
••resident Nixon's proposed
budget for 1974 provides no
aid specifically designated
for libraries or library projects

ALA spokesmen have said
the elimination of funds in
the proposed 1974 federal
budget will severely hamper
libraries' ability to provide
needed information and service
Melville Spence. director
of the University library,
said the University received
no federal funds last year,
but it was appropriated
J15.000 in 1970-71 and 161.000
in 1969-70
He said he was expecting
a federal grant of S5.000
earlier this year, but
chances are now dim for
that money
It just means we can't
purchase
as
many
materials." Spence said
ALA spokesmen have said
funds available for libraries
through general revenue
sharing will be insufficient
to meet the informational
needs of the public

TAKE A

tttcak- break
TONIGHT

99*

DOMINO'S

FAMILY NIGHT

With the order of any

PONDEROSA

large pizza

Across from the tootball stadium

Behind Burger Chef

doesn't believe it wise to use
the lottery to finance
government.
GUligan said the
experience with lotteries in
other states proves that they
are a source of stable revenue that cannot be counted
upon.
Dr. Minus, a faculty member at the Methodist
Theological School at Delaware. Ohio, beads the antilottery group created by the
Ohio Council of Churches.
Summing up the campaign, be said "the point we
have affirmed repeatedly is
that a state lottery would be
a new and inferior form of
taxation."
He said a lottery "would
lean most heavily on lower
income families and would
be an open door for the
growth of illegal gambling "

- STEAK HOUSE

For the best Pizzas
Delivered Hot, Fast and Free

Call 352-5221
Don't Forget A Gift For
Your Mother May 13th

E Wooster Across from Stadium

RAP WITH
WAYNE EMBRY

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
* Special Summer Rates
12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
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NEWMODERNFURNISHED-CABLE TV
2 mm walk to campus
5 mm. walk to downtown
20 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Close enough to return to apt for more calories between classes
Well lighted streets between apts.. campus & shopping area
FRIENDLY. HELPFUL LANDLORDS

Sportswear
Lingerie
Sleepwear
Scarves
Gloves

Jewelry
Umbrellas
Stationary
Purses-Billfolds

For Cream of the Crop, Go Campus Manor

MODEL OPEN NOON till 6 P.M.

352-9302

Evenings
352-7365
or
352-8033

FREE Gift Wrap - Men Only
52SRidft

She &<mJ* &uff

SIGMA CHI DERBY DAY, FRI.

v

GENERAL MANAGER
MILWAUKEE BUCKS

Tonight - 8:00 P.M.
Dogwood Suite
EVERYONE WELCOME
SPONSORED BY BLACK STUDENT UNION

SAT.

I. If73. Th.M N.W./P-***

N"«ft*ti by Stmn I Hoouxi

'Twos Derby day!
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They came from all over the United
States and from all walks of life There
were the "fat cats" in the grandstands who
pleasured in sipping mint julep while
studying the program until they knew it like
the backs of their hands
There were students sprawled on
blankets who were contented to sip from
Boone's Farm bottles while basking in the
sun on the inf leld
The race itself lasted less than two
minutes Hut the brief time span kept spectators on their feel with nerves on edge. All
eyes were focused on the main attraction
thirteen horses and jockeys vying for the
championship of the 99th Annual Kentucky
Derby in Louisville
Those who put money on Secretariat.
Sham and Our Native rame out ahead But
the fun wasn't over yet- it took more than
three hours to clear the field and the
parking lot

V» BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

GROSS PHOTO

RIDGE MANOR APARTMBfTS
519 Ridge St.
• 2 bdrm. furnished apt

SPECIAL of the WEEK

• Fully carpeted
• Laundry Facilities

What are you doing this summer?
If you .ire going to be in the Canton ,ire.i, vou may Irani to pick up
elan .a V/.iUh College.

DAY

FUJICA
STTOH
SINGLE LENS
REFLEX

CAMERAS
Fujica ST701 body and f/1.8 55 mm lens.
Price after sale will be S189.95
(our regular price).
Small, light, compact body with a 50%
brighter view-finder than conventional
SLR cameras
Revolutionary exposuremeter responds
many times faster to lower light levels
than conventional CdS meters

Only
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Why upperclossmen live on campus
Transportation problems
seem to be the biggest
reason
upperclassmen
choose to live on campus
A
survey
recently
released by the Student
Housing Association iSHA)
snowed that of the juniors
and seniors questioned, an
average of 28 per cent are
living on campus because

the survey
Mike
Berthoff.
junior
IB.A I
and
SHA
COcordinator. said from the
comments
written
by
students, the major problem
area seemed to be transfer
students who are caught by
University
housing
regulations
Many transfer students
said they either did not know
anyone to live with offcampus or thought they had

they have no transportation
The SHA sent the surveys
in February to 1.395 juniors,
seniors
and
graduate
students to find out why they
are living on campus even
though a student is eligible
to live off campus as soon as
he
has accumulated
90
credit
hours
lor junior
stand uig)

By DsMswb Seeds
Staff Rcpartcr

THIRTY-NINE per tent,
or 554 students, responded to

to live on campus when they
enrolled. Others said they
tried to move off campus
after one quarter, but found
they could not break their
full-year University bousing
contract.
Berthoff said SHA geU "a
better feeling" of problem
areas
with
on-campus
students through the written
comments.
Some of the problems
mentioned in the comments

Indonesian conference planned
international training of the
US
Agency for international
Development.
Washington. DC .
Dr
Ward
Morehouse,
director of the Center for
International Programs and
Comparative Studies at the
University of the State of
New York; Dr
Subbiah
Kannappan.
professor
of
economics at Michigan State
University, and a representative of the Exxon Corp.

held Tuesday. May 15. at 2
p 111 in the 1.1 mil Ballroom.
Union

Twelve persons, including
a minister-counselor from
the Republic of Indonesia,
will meet at the University
neit
week
to discuss
"Influence
and
Inter
ference The Evolving Hole
of the United Slates in
Southeast Asia."

(iuest
participants arc
Minister K Kusumasmoro.
minister counselor to the
United Nations from the
Kepublic of Indonesia. In
I'ameron Hremsolh. office

The conference will be

Get Out And Vote Today

REPRESENTING

for

the

University will be Donald
Simmons
and
Virginia
Stranahan, members of the
University Board of Trustees; Linda Barker, sophomore IA«S) and an international studies major, and
Arnold J
Oliver Jr..
graduate assistant in political science
The conference, sponsored
by the Office of International Programs, is free and
open to the public.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR APTS.

MICHAEL K. HARRIS

1515E.WOOSTER

— 1st Ward Councilman —

NEW BUILDING COMPLETED

Elect someone interested in
you ...a student to understand
student problems!

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTSCOMPLETELY FURNISHED

were bousing freshmen and
upperclassmen in the same
dormitory, the quality of
cafeteria
food
and
roommate situations.
AN AVHUGE of X per
cent of the students surveyed said they liked the
dormitory environment and
the friends they could make.
About 23 per cent said the
proiimity of the dormitories
to study areas, such as the
Library, was a major reason
for living on campus.
An average of 23 per cent
said they live on campus
because they do not want to
cook, clean and perform
other apartment duties.
Seventeen per cent said
the recent remodeling in the
dormitories was a major
reason they live on campus.
Another 17 per cent said a
lack of suitable roommates
to live with off-campus was
their major
reason
for
staying in a dormitory.
Sixteen per cent gave
"parent's request" as their
major reason for living on
campus.
In category by dormitory,
the survey gave
these
results for the most often
cited reasons:
-Harshman Quadrangle:
liking
the
dormitory
environment and unable to
find off-campus roommates;
-Kreiscber Quadrangle
do not want to cook and
clean.
-McDonald Quadrangle:
no transportation.

--Offenhauer
Towers:
liking the remodeled, improved dormitories;
-Founders
Quadrangle
no transportation and liking
the remodeled, improved
dormitories;
-Prout Hall: no transportation;
-Rodgers Quadrangle: do
not want to cook and clean;

-Kohl Hull
like the
dormitory environment;
-Conklin Hall: close to
study
places,
have a
resident advisor's job, can
get any dormitory bwciavat
of class standing, and cannot
find
suitable
off-campus
roommates.
BERTHOFF
said
the
response to "liking the
dormitory
environment"
was
higher
than
be
expected, but the rest of the
survey responses came out
as be had anticipated.
He reminded students who
have a problem with oncampus living that they may
take their cases to the
Housing
Appeals
Board,
which can transfer a student
to another dormitory or give
him permission to live offcampus.
Berthoff. a member of the
board, said about six cases
are processed each week by
the board He said some of
the reasons students have
given for a change in
residence
are
financial
hardship, medical reasons,
and cancellation of meal
tickets (board).

MODEL SUITE

PAIDPOLIIICAI AIMH1IS!MINI

HOURS:
12-5

CALL

352-7444
AIR CONDITIONED APTS.
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• 2 bdrm. furnished apts.
• Fully carpeted
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Char Broiled Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Family
Dinner
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES at WAFFLES
Open Toes, thru Sat.
7:30 - 8
Sundays 7:30 - 7:00
lit EAST WOOSTER
BANQI ETROOM

| NOON SPECIALS DAILY

(Occupancy 1-4 Persons)
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38 Rodent.
44 Salamander.
46 Unleavened.
18 Make goodnatured fan of.
49 __ cotta.
50 Biblical village.
52 Famous doctor.
55 Where Diamond
Head ia.
56 Etata
57 Wriggling.
58 After a while.
39 Dawn: Poet.
61 Compass paint.

3 Arab Male.
4 Proaaiae: Phra.r.
5 Aelreaa
Channing.
6 Beach decor.
7 Dear: Ital.
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Wedding words.
Arum plant.
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"When
kite.
a dog...
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Overact: Calloa.
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to talk tomorrow
Dr. Wasley S Krogdahl. professor of astronomy at the
University of Kentucky, will visit the University tomorrow
and Thursday
Dr. Krogdahl. who specializes in theoretical astrophysics
and relativistic cosmology, will lecture tomorrow at 4 and 8
p.m.
His 4 p m lecture, entitled " Absolute Space and Time and
Relativity." will be presented in 266 Overman Hall and will
be technical in nature
His evening lecture, entitled "Creation of the Universe"
is intended for a general audience. It will be presented in 220
Math-Science Bldg
Sponsored by the department of physics, both lectures are

«w

the Worklnf Hand Craft
Center. MS Conneaut

Tuesday. May 8 ir3

Birchwood Place
Mt. Vernon

KEYSTONE AUTO PARTS, INC.
1367 MIAMI STREET • TOLEDO, OHIO 43605 • 691 2433

— 15 minutes from BG via —
1-75

• PARTS FOR IMPORT &
DOMESTIC CARS
• FREE Teletype Parts
Locater Service
• TOLL-FREE Phone Call
From B.G.

Office 4Ds — 1:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.

I

7/10 milt oil 175

|.i

All women PER student under the new Plan II program
MUST attend a meeting May I or 9 t JO. 114 Education
Bid,.

Call 352-9378 anytime
or 352-7324

Karma. 7pm. 8pm Counselors lirsl-ahd instruction wdl
start tonight Call Karma for details

Sue and Cory, congratulations on your Phi Dell
lavalienng Go N.C S. L.L
Kalhy

LOST

Lost Ladies Mack onyi
ring behind Women's
building Reward 2-J7I7

light dulses
after 6

Call 3S2 72M

Piua drivers (or Mr Ed's
late week & weekends Must
have car Apply evening. 7-1
pm

RIDES

Coots
salad. * utility
kitchen personnel All shifts
avaUable Salary dependent
on experience
Fringes,
apply in person Mr V D.
t'orwin or Mr F Fine
Ramada Inn. Perrysburg.
Onto

Rale needed lo Chicago
wtendMayll Will pai Call
2-4SSI

Eip typist. Jot this number
down JS4-0744

BB glove Wilson A DOOM,
lost near Sutler Field II SO
Sun CaU SU-S01S

7up 8Pk

69

12 oz. bottles

plus deposit

Ride avaUable lo Toledo
Airoort moat anytime Dirt.
2-4662

737 S. Main
352-8639

Its not de BETA hie that
we K an and "D"o have
push power' Love, your
Kappa Dolls

Congrais Carts and Scott on
your engagement KC and
GT

NeedridetoNJ weekeodof
May II. U Will pay CaU
Russ 3S2-0342

3 m 89°

The Owl's are hooting loud
for Derby Day'

The Mylhopoeic Society will meet al the U Lulheran
Chapel in the library al 7 JO pm discussing Screwtape
Letters "hvCS Lewu

c

Mountain Dew Qts.

Cianvma Phi a say Usani Phi
Pal's for a great tea'

The BGSl' SaUing Hub will have a tactics meeting in 1
Overman al 7 pin

SERVICES OFFERED

South Side Six

Dm ya bear the atory.
Morning Glory? Shrink got
leelecled Sec of TKE 1 m
proud of you Diane

Kit. congratulations to you
and Nance on your engagement' You couldn t have
given me a nicer sister-inlaw Ll I Sis Lava. LeAnn

Lost- curved lenses sunglasses loot Sunday. Par 9.
at tennis court near Conklin
Reward JS4-9I72

or by Appointment

North I-7S Expressway on Exit 95 (Miami St.)

The B i; School of Self Del* twill meet alt atamsalu
Women a Bldg

The Hi. s I Karate Club will meet from 7 » pm in the
Forum of the Stud Services Bldg

Summer — $125/mo.
Fall — $65/mo/person
based on 4 man rental

— Ask operator for
Enterprize 2433 —
• Clip this BG News Ad and
Save 10% on purchase

The Sociology I'ndergraduale Inlereal liroup will meet at
5 pm in IhS Tall Hoom of the Cruoa

There will be a Pentecostal Prayer Meeting at 6 JO pm in
in Prout Chapel

Now Leasing
Summer and Fall

1 B

B
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Need rafts to OC May 11.
will pay Call Terry. t-JTM

IMPORTS INN Imported
car specialists
foreign
repair 1J2S4 Bishop Rd. B.G
Turn left off N Dust Hsry
Open Mon-Fri ioam<Spm
Sat lOam-Spm
For emotional and material
pregnancy aid. call JaS4tJt

1 YERE 2 SI NE Music for
HELP WANTED
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Buckeye House

i
c

free and open to the public

t'AMI'USl A1.KM1AH

fie

HRS. 9-11 WEEKDAYS
HRS. 9-11 SUN.
HRS. 9-12 FRI. & SAT.

sapiens.

Astronomy expert

utt&&~^~&&~®?S5.~vM'&'\

Corn Chips
Pork Rinds
Cheez Curls Tortilla Chips
Party Snacks

14

15 A.ian mountain
range.
16 Clearwater
Mountain- alate.
17 Prima donna.

4
10
11
12
13
.' 1
22
26
17

ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS Will

803 & 815, 8th St.

20* Off

" 1 Gen I fesiuir* Ci
generator.
15 Start.
47 Growing oat.
48 Creator of Uncle
Toby.
SI Where Waterloo
la.
it Cole.
54 Flshe-man's
paradise.
60 Class.
62 lndi|o.
63 City near Lake
Tahne.
64 Maine town
65 Baa) place.
66 Swan: Lat.
67 Col on.
68 Enjoyer:
69 Actor Keenan.
DOWN
1 Curtain-raising
laund cftci i
I *
creature was

ACROSS
1 Weather word.
5 Middle of the 4lh
century: Rom.
9 Fairy tale
character.

6?

REPUBLICAN

Cain's Snacks

DAILY CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
Cop

all occasions 352 7446

Waitress wanted Pagliai's
Puna Apply ui person. 1004
S Main

Auto Repair VW *
Domestic LYRIC Auto 446
S Main B27031

Female student wanted to
Urn with faculty couple
beginning in fall Free room
4 board in exchange for

PERSONALS
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT
RINGS made lo suit you al

Alpha Gams. 1 am is early In
Use morning, hat a great
time for a tea We had a
great time Phi Kappa Tan
Dad t Kit i coafrauilatuas
on your «ngat""wal to
Nancy
Love,
your
daughters iDiane. Candy.
Mmch 4 Sharon i
Need a iictet for the lady
r»*)V-CaU UAO Office for
mformauoa 2-ZW

Dayton. SU 246-SOT

Need I or 2 F rmmt for
summer Call 362 Sets

World Student Association
and Eiperunental Studies
present Lajos Vtncie
apeafclng on
Race Re
lations in Latin America,
at 3 pm in JOS tlayea Hall

2 M s needed lo sublet house
(or the summer
Una
bedroom June renl free 303
S Prospect 362 taw Pal

FOR SALE

Apts and rooms (or sum &
fall Near campus Ph JSJ7316

at Mach 1 m. auto. Good
corn! Call MS-SJ2] alter
SM
Electrophonic s tract stereo
dual music system AM I'M
70-watl Best offer 372 13*2
1*67 PontlJc Firebird Good
engine. ISM CaU JM-MI!.
leuadrasooic i Pallas > amp
li 4 aokrs Aatirsj 1160
MUST SELL NOW aSJrlSjsTi
71 Opel 1900 station wagon
FM stereo system Best
offer ph 362 «»M
list 10X44 trailer on lot 10
miles south of BG Available either mid June or
Sept 1 Call tSS-JTM after
f Mpm
SS Dodge convertible ior
sale Come and see it 1300
CaU J71-J4S6
Scuba equipment- good
condition, cheap- 342-7100
Crasj Sttact-taner record
er must sell- Den. JUSTS

»anted Housematetsi now
and or through summer
Mice situation JSVoSPS
Available fall L summer
leases Close to campus
Phone 352 1V73 3SJ»t*3
Efficiency • [urn air cond
Near campus quiel 8H
June lor IS Ph JS:-(0JS
Apia for summer 4 fall
rental
Special summer
rates i biocfc to campus
Apply liamblin Cleaners or
call JSJ-4STJJ before 5 pm or
3SS-314J alter t pm
Greenview Apartments.
SI MMFR 4 FALL Iraaes
avaUable 1 bdrm . 2 bdrm .
4 efl avaUable Special
summer rales CaU aalllK
or stop by
•PARTMENTS
RENT SM-SS7S

FOR

F rml needed for summer
House with Ige yd Close to
campus MS mo 3S2-7JS8

Hoaaa CLJSOKJ eicellent
coadltioa Kevin 2 4J»

Teachers, grad stadenu
voung working people- (urn
2 bdrm apt for summer
Ph 3S24161 mornings

Derby Week begins today.
Your signs up"* Don't
delay"
Friday's the chase so he
prepared..
For Sigma Cht'i are never
scared"

for sale cheap living accomodations. ItaSO mobile
home on nice, large lot
Avail Aug or Sept JS2-7BS

LARGE 2 BDRM APTS
FOR 4 STUDENTS NEAR
TOWERS PH SH-73S4

Flute Good rood ISO Jan
3641114

Fm rmle for fall only CaU
Kbonda JS2 7UJ

Sprat, from Ktlcaen
Steward to President of
TKE Not had I'm proud of
you Your loving kitchen
suwardnsas. Candy

tt T Bird needs eng Make
offer S6J47J7

F
single or double,
summer-fall J01S Ceilege

FOR RENT

1-2 Female roommate«a I for
summer
Across from
Founders- JSJ-JaSJ

SAC's were reaUy great
when It came lo weaccanatg
Chi OI say
FUTURE CPA'S learn bow
lo prepare for the CPA
Eiarn
Becker CPA
REVIEW COURSE CaU
collect Lofumhaa. 414224JJSO
CincuvaaU
513461
44*7 Cleveland. !144s»V<»w»

APARTMENTS
RENT 3M-lrj7l

FOR

House H subset far summer
I or 4 saaa atr cead SIM
mo plus elect. Fnosje SU4754
1 harm (urn ualls - air cond
various local near campus
•1» lo 1144 June or Sep
occup Ph J4240JS

APARTMENTS
RENT aU-STTa.

FOR

WAYNE APARTMEPTTS
35254*7 352 J5S6
2 bdrm - (urn aar-c
htka from campua lltt me.
summer only 4)849 mo 9
mo lease start asp Ph 288-

TwaaaWy. May t. 1*73, The BO Newt/Fat* 7

NCAA: 'dealing in economic terms'

Athletic business steadily growing
By Jack O'Brcu
Aiattaat Sparts Eslitar

"Athletics anymore is big
business. It's just big
business." said former
University athletic director
Do;1 L. Perry in an October,
WO interview.
Sen MarlowW. Cook. (RKy.) recently echoed the
same sentiments.
Appearing before a U.S.
House education subcommittee. Cook said:
"The NCAA (National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association l is big business
It deals in economics Its
power comes from money,
and its power is wielded in
economic terms.
"The NCAA is primarily
designed to protect and
defend its member
institutions from the
professional sports world
and to make sure collegiate
sports gets its share of the
sports business pie." he
added
BUSINESS on the
American college athletic
scene is growing bigger by
the year. Only the
financially strong seem to
be surviving.
A February. 1971. Sports
Illustrated article. "A Grim
Run to Fiscal Daylight." by

•f Am

Pat Ryan, reported that
from I960 to 1970. athletic
department budgets
increased MB per cent, with
only 35 per cent of that hike
attributed to the cost-ofliving rise.
This University spent
1768.862 on athletics for the
1969-70 fiscal year The total
has shown a steady increase
since then.
Statistics obtained from
Paul Nusser. University
treasurer and controller,
showed BGSU intercollegiate athletic expenses
were $1,046.40495 for the
fiscal year ending June 30.
1972 This is an increase of
about 39 per cent in three
years
Some schools are spending
more than $4 million
annually on athletics The
latest statistics available
from the state auditor's
office in Columbus showed
Ohio State University
athletic department
expenditures at t4.006.836 43
for the fiscal year ending
June 30.1971
Ryan's Sports Illustrated
article pointed out that twothirds of the college athletic
programs in the United
Slates are operating in the
red
ACCORDING to the
annual report of the Ohio
Board of Regents. Ohio's
slate universities lost a
combined total of S5.016.342
in intercollegiate athletics
for the fiscal year ending
June 30.1972

Program coordinator named
Dr. Joseph F Krauler.
assistant professor of political science at the Firelands
campus, has been appointed
acting coordinator of the
associate of arts degree program
The degree is a general
education program to be
available at Firelands next
year for students interested
in a two-year program Primarily intended to provide
the foundation for a baccalaureate degree, it will also
offer a terminal degree for
those unable to attend four-

year campuses
Major areas expected to
be available are humanities,
science, liberal studies, elementary and secondary
education and prebusiness
administration.
The new degree has been
approved by the University
Board of Trustees and the
Ohio Board of Regents
DR. KRAl'TKR. who
received bis Ph.D. in political science from the University of Illinois, has been a
faculty member at Firelands since it opened in 1968

'J^AA*j«^Sfl?VS?S?'MM-ll>-llM'l--VSiNVV4'^

NOW LEASING

GRIBBIN APARTMENTS
For Summer:
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedrooms
For Fall: (9 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)
For Fall: (12 month)
835 Fourth Street
2 Bedroom (4 man)
•810-815 Fourth Street
1 Bedroom Furnished
1 Bedroom Unfurnished

150.00/month

He is a delegate to the
Ohio Faculty Senate and has
served as a Firelands
representative to the University Faculty Senate
He is coordinator of the
campus political science lecture series and is faculty
advisor to the Student Advisory Board.
Dr. James H McBride.
dean of Firelands. said Dr.
Krauter's rapport with students was a significant consideration in asking him to
assume the duties of acting
coordinator

Five of the eight MidAmerican Conference
members-Ohio University.
Miami University. Kent
State University, the
University of Toledo and
BGSU-are located in Ohio
All five institutions use
general funds in an attempt
to balance the excess of
expenditures over income,
according to the latest
statistics obtained from the
state auditor's office for
each individual university

Pagliai's Has
Discontinued Their
Spaghetti Nite Special
We hope to start again
in the near future

1004 S. Main
75.00/month

Fall Leases
(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)

65.00/month
162.00/month
147.00/month

All Apartments Fully Furnished
unless otherwise stated
Air Conditioning — Lounge Facilities
Laundry Facilities

3 9

°

Al-Lyn Apts.

801 Fifth St.

&

Bumpus Dahms Apts.
121 and 131 State St.
• 2 Bdrm. Units • Close to Campus
• 24 Hr. Office Hrs. - 7 Days Wk.
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

Falcon Plaza Motel
Rental Office Falcon Plaza Motel

Call 354-1313

or see Apt 6, 835 Fourth

Alpha Gams are "Nuts"
About their 16
Dynamite Pledges
Nancy Van School*
Char Hebron
Sue Millar
Cindy Diotale
Sherry Adair
Marty Nye
Mary Jo O'connor
Pat Peterman
Mary Helen Framme
Barb Mckown
Jane Kromar
Terry Pumpa
Marybeth Keyser
Mary Gavagan
Jane Holthaus

Sharon Lucas

— Your Sisters

353-9863

3521973

ft $weet Suipr*Se
your^Mother wililove.
Turn Mother's Day into Mothers Week
by sending your mom a Sweet Surprise
early Only your FTD Florist has it
Sweet Surprise #1 is a
radiant arrangement ol spring
flowers in a keepsake
container-a hand-painted
ceramic basket Irom Italy.
Sweet Surprise =2 is the
same lovely basket filled
with green plants and an
accent of fresh flowers.
usually available tor
less than $12.50 '
Order your mom's
Sweet Surprise
today!

Sweet Surpme = 1
u&.a i ava 'ace
for tess '"»r

1500*
Find out how easy it is to send flowers the FTD way.
Drop in for your FREE Selection Guide. Wherever you
see the famous FTD symbol, you II be welcome.
(Or write FTD 900 West Lafayette. Detroit Michigan
482261 Most FTD Florists accept major credit cards.
'As an independent businessman, each FTD Member Florist sets his
0*n prices. C 1973 Flo-ills' Tr«ni*o-ld Delivery Association

The University of Toledo
spent $927,381 on athletirs
while taking in $908,043 (or
the fiscal year ending June
30. 1971. a deficit of $19,338
Basketball and football both
lost money
Basketball listed an
income of $127,128 and
expenses of $180,188 for a
$53,060 deficit
Football
showed an income of
$273,165. including $40,529
from the Tangerine Bowl,
and expenses of $406,695.
including $38,427 for the
Tangerine !(..»:
for a
deficit of $133,530
THE intercollegiate athletic program received
$500,945 from the University
of Toledo general fee. which
was included as income in
the report to the auditor's
office
Ohio University spent
$1,069,992 on intercollegiate
athletics while receiving a
total income of $267,796 for
the fiscal year ending June
30. 1971 As a result. Ohio
University had an excess of
expenditures over income of
$802,196 No general fee
allocation was listed
Miami University showed
expenditures of $919.937 97
and an income of $255,567 25.
a deficit of $664.37072 for
the fiscal year ending June
30. 1972 However, after a

$664.37072 transfer from
current general funds,
Miami University showed no
excess of expenditures over
income and transfers.
Kent State University
spent $1,156.779 29 on intercollegiate athletics while
taking in $200,878 56 for the
fiscal year ending June 30.
1972. showing an excess of
expenditures over income of
$955,900 73 A transfer from
the university's general
operating fund covered the
deficit
Basketball listed an
income of $32.390 35 and
expenses of $121,080 14 for a
deficit of $88,689 79 Football
showed
income
of
$109.132 28 and expenses of
$453,578 55. lor a deficit of
$344.446 27
OFFICIAL
BGSU
statistics showed total
expenditures for inter
collegiate athletics was
$786,761 while income
totaled $786,761 for the 197071 fiscal year The general
Ice allocation was $526,244
Last year. University
intercollegiate
athletic
expenses were $1,046,404 95
Income lor the period was
$330,646 HenCC the intercollegiate athletic program
incurred a deficit of
$32.066 95 even with the
$683,692 general fee
allocation

Lecture to focus
on Latin America
The non western culture
lecture series continues
today with a talk by Dr.
l.ajos Vincze. associate professor of sociology, on
"Hace Relations in Latin
America."
The free lecture will begin
at 3pm in 203 Hayes Hall

The series of lectures on
countries not familiar to the
western world will conclude
Tuesday. May 15
The series is sponsored by
the World Student Association and the Office of
F.xpcrimental Studies

Transfer of prior years accumulation from the intercollegiate athletic current
fund balance covered the
deficit
As for athletic grants-in.iiil the University spent
$243,865 for the 1970-71 fiscal
year and $307,954 11.
including $70,718 for out-of
state fees, for the fiscal year
ending June 30.1972
A breakdown of the total
grants-in-aid for the 1971-72
fiscal year was football,
$148,551 11. basketball.
$35,425. hockey $42,540.
including $21,300 for out of
state fees, and $81,438 for
other sports
THK UNIVERSITY of
Toledo spent $287,523 on
athletic grants-in-aid for the
1970-71 fiscal year
A
breakdown of the total was
football.
$168,084.
basketball. $53,308. and
other $66.131
Ohio University spent
$267,066 on athletic

10
17
23
24

-

Kent State University
listed no special category
for grants- mauls in its
schedule of income and
expenditures on intercollegiate athletics for the
year ending June 30. 1972
This item appears in the
total budgets of each
individual sport
A direct comparison of
expenditures and incomes
for the five Mid-American
Conference universities
mentioned cannot be made
accurately on a dollar to
dollar basis from the
statistics obtained from the
state auditor's office and the
University treasurer and
controller

Marathon spokesman
views energy crisis
"There is an energy crisis,
whether you want to believe
it or not." James H Youngflesh of the Marathon Oil Co.
said Friday
Speaking at a lecture sponsored by the geology club.
Youngflesh said the crisis is
"the critical problem today,
as 1 see it."
l-.n\ ii xiiiiK'nt.tl controls
have contributed to the
energy crisis because of the
extra energy needed to use
them, he said
He said the average car
used to get 15-25 miles per
gallon, but with new antipollution devices, a car now
gets only eight to 10 miles
per gallon
The United States must

UAO BOWLING TOURNAMENTS
May
May
May
May

scholarships for the fiscal
year ending June 30. 1971.
No breakdown was listed on
the report to the state
auditor's office.
Miami University showed
an expenditure of $238,589.64
for student aid to athletes
for the 1971-72 fiscal year.

Couples Dutch Doubles
Women's Best Ball Doubles
Women's Best Ball Doubles
Men's Best Ball Doubles

import more oil to keep pace
with the increased oil demand, he said This year,
the industry must import
about three million barrels
of oil to meet refinery,
demands
YOUNGFLESH said off:
shore oil drilling will proi
bably be the solution to the
problem.
Individuals can do many
things to conserve energy,
he said He suggested better
insulation for homes and the
use of flourescent lights
which are more efficient
than regular lighting and use
less energy
For Mothet

1 :.

Sw€et
Suiprise^er!

ENTRY FEES Couples JJ50team
Men s & Women's $4 50 team
DEPOSH $1.00 when you sign up

Trophies awarded for 1,2,3 places in each contest
S/gf up in UAO ottice now!!!!

~>

CHI OMEGA
WISHES TO CONGRATULATE
OUR GIRLS & THEIR MEN!
Pinned:
Michelle - Bob
I'auia - Dave
Lynda - Tom
Cathy - Stein
Lori - Lowell
Val - Jim
Linda - Scott
Jo - Jay
Beth - Don
Judy - Jack
Diane - Tim
Beth - Bill
Mem - Kils

Kngaged:
Cindy - Dan
Debbie - Mike
Diane - Jim
Carol - DannyLaurie - John
Becky - Chuck

Lavaliers:
Mary Ann - Dave
Mary - Mike
Denise - Jeff
Lynn - Mark

Call or visit us to send your
Sweet Surprise floral arrangement
m our exclusive hand-painted
Italian ceramic basket
Or send Mom a beautiful green
and growing plant,
accented with fresh flowers
in the same ceramic basket

The
Flowerhouse
353-1045
428 E. Wooster

Charities Board
presents
Sunday, May 13
2:00 & 5:30 p.m.
at

Anderson Arena

I i/Th. BO r*.w», T»irii|, H**y •, 1*73

Stranded runners aid defeats by Irish
By Bab Mesa
SUM Writer
There'i a seldom-referred to statistic in baseball known
as LOB-Left-on-Base It may not get as much ink as other
more glamorous statistics-like runs, hits or errors, but it
did mean quite a bit over the weekend when the Falcons lost
two games of a three-games series to Notre Dame.
The Falcons managed to edge the Irish in the first game of
Saturday's twin-bill. 3-2. but lost the nightcap. 10-3. and the
opener on Friday. 7-2 BG now stands 14-13-1 for the season.
In those games, the Falcons pounded out 29 hits, but left 24
men on the base paths while scoring eight runs
Those stranded men made all the difference BG just

could not get any timely hitting during the three-game set.
BG SKIPPER Don Purvis did not believe there is much
that can be done about the hitting problem
"There's a certain amount of chance involved in getting
hits at the right time," Purvis said. "On six different
occasions we had the bases loaded with one out or less and
couldn't get the hit we needed.
"We're hitting the ball well, but at somebody. On Friday,
(Paul) Pardi and (Rich) Arbinger both hit very sharp line
drives to Notre Dame's third baseman. If those hits would
have gotten through, it would have meant two runs or
maybe three.
"That's just the breaks of the game." he said.

Face Rockets today

Netters beat Cardinals
ByDaaGariieM

The predictions Bowling
Green tennis coach Bob Gill
has been making lately are
enough to drive Jeanne
Dixon out of the crystal ball
business
Last Saturday, the Falcon
tennis team defeated Ball
State. 5-4. as Gill predicted
This was not Gill's first
correct prediction He also
picked 5-4 matches with
Central and Eastern
Michigan
"We played Ball State
exactly at the right time."
Gill said "Minus a few
exceptions, we played badly,
but they played worse."
Leading the Falcons to
victory were first singles
player Tom Lightvoet. and
second singles man Tun
Hoover.
Lightvoet took his singles
position. 6-2. 6-2. while
Hoover was victorious. 6-3.
7-5

IN DOUBLES competition, the duo of LightvoetHoover defeated the Cardinal's Tom Warfel and Paul
Thomas in the first doubles
spot. 7-5. 6-1. in very
"convincing style." Gill
said
"Lightvoet and Hoover
played one of their best
matches (as a team) of the
year," he said. "I was very
pleased with their performance "
The other singles winner
for Bowling Green was Tim
Howell He ousted Ted
Murray in the sixth position.
6-2.6-2.
On the losing end for BG,
Dan Kyan dropped his third
singles match, 6-3.7-5.
Doug Dennis lost his
fourth match in his last five
outings, was beaten 6-4. 6-2.
by Tom VanDenover.
Ron Dredge playing the
fifth slot, lost to Bob Adkins.
7-6. 6-0
In second and third

doubles action. DennisDredge dropped the second
doubles match in three sets.
7-5. 34. 7-6. The third
doubles duo of Ryan-Howell
upheld the Falcon motto.
"Hang in there. Baby." to
win. 7-6. 7-6. in tie-breaker
sets.
The busiest week of the
year now faces the Falcon
netters as they attempt to
wind up the season with a
winning record.
Standing 7-5 for the campaign, the chances for
Bowling Green to pull its
first winning season since
1970 appear to be good. With
matches against Toledo.
Ohio University and Miami
this week, the Falcons need
just one victory to assure a
winning season.
The Falcon racketeers
travel to the Glass City
today for a Mid-American
Conference match with the
Rockets
Toledo. Falcon mentor

Bob Gill's choice for the
Mid-American Conference
team championship, has one
loss in league competition.
•TOLEDO has played 500
tennis all year, but has only
lost to Miami in the league."
Gill said. "They have the
overall balance to win the
conference championship."
An upset victory over the
highly talented Rockets
would give the Falcons an
outside shot at the conference title
"Toledo has no strictly
outstanding players." Gill
said. "They have overall
point-getters, and the key to
their winning is their overall
balance. Balance will be the
key in winning the conference title this year.
Gill does not want to take
a crack at predicting the
Toledo match
"Anything can happen at
Toledo." Gill said "But if
we win it will be 5-4 "

Purvis now believes that be is confronted with another
problem-team morale.
"All of this has been very discouraging to the kids." the
Falcon skipper said. "I tell them that if they play enough
games everything will average out. Things are breaking
against us now. but if we play some more games, things
should start breaking our way."
In Friday's opener, the Irish put together a three-run
second inning off losing hurler Mike Frilling and held on to
whip the Falcons 7-2.
A bases-loaded passed ball followed by back-to-back
singles by Jim Smith and Tom Miller accounted for the
Fighting Irish's runs
NOTRE DAME then added a run in the fifth, two in the
eighth and one in the ninth to ensure the win.
Dick Selgo's run-scoring single in the fifth and Joe
Meyer's ground-out scoring Mark Ammons in the eighth
gave the Falcons their runs.
Kevin Fanning went the distance for the Irish for his first
victory of the season against two losses. Frilling s record is
now 3-2.
In Saturday's twin-bill opener, the Falcons scored two in
the third and one in the fifth, then withheld an Irish threat in
the sixth to beat Notre Dame. 3-2.
That run in the fifth turned out to be the deciding factor.
Gary Haas doubled to lead off the inning and then went to
third on a wild pitch to John James. After James fanned.
Ammons lashed a single to left, scoring Haas.
The Irish came back with two runs in the top of the sixth,
but with two outs and runners on first and second, winning
pitcher Kip Young (5-1) got Howard Wood to ground out to
end the inning.
JEFF LESSIG came on in the seventh and closed the door
on the Irish to record his first save of the season.
"Jeff did a pretty good job in relief," Purvis said
"Hopefully he can do it again."

KALAMAZOO. Mich-All
of the pieces seem to be
falling into place for
Bowling Green's golf team.
Last Saturday, the linksmen finished first in the
third annual Bronco Invitational
Coach John Piper s linksmen also won the Falcon
Invitational

Right now the team's at
its highest point of the
season." Piper said
IN THE BRONCO, the
Falcon golfers put together
a 753. their lowest team
total of the season
The score was a full nine
strokes ahead of second
place Illinois State, which is
considered one of the major
Midwest competitors for an

NCAA-District Four berth
"We consider beating
Illinois State very important." Piper said "It will
help keep MAC schools in
the NCAA."
Kent State finished third
in the tournament with a
770 team total. Host Western
Michigan was fourth at 773
and Indiana State finished
fifth at 780.
BG received a great deal

of help in the tournament
from its two freshmen. Ron
Hartoin and Steve Mossing.
HARTOIN fired a consistent 74-75-149. three strokes
off the medalist pace.
Mossing had a one-under
par 71 on his first round, and
scored a 79 the second time
for a 150 total.
Ken Walters also shot 150.
with identical scores of 75
Scott Masters finished the

'TWICE in the NCAA playoffs last year be loaded the
bases with nobody out and got out of it both times. I tend to
go a little further with that kind of pitcher than with
another."
The series marked the first time since meeting ValdosU
State that the Falcons used the designated-pinch hitter and
designated-pinch runner
The Falcons agreed to use the rules as a courtesy to Notre
Dame, which has used them in several games this year.
John James and Rich Arbinger were the DH's for the
Falcons James went zero-for-two in the first game on
Friday and zero-for-four in Saturday's first game. Arbinger
went zero-for-two in the nightcap before he was replaced by
Paul Pardi. who also went zero-for-two.
Today, the Falcons continue their 10-game homestand
with a doubleheader with Xavier Universitv beginning at 2
p.m at Steller Field

Spikers breeze to win
By Daa Casseday
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon track squad
ended its dual meet competition this season at Whittaker
Track by sweeping a quadrangular with Ohio State.
Ohio University and Central
Michigan last Saturday.
The first-place Falcons

Linksters capture two tourneys
News Special

Loser for the Irish was Mike Riddell (3-5).
In the nightcap. Falcon starting pitcher Dan Hebel was
breezing along with a two-hit shutout and a three-run lead
when the roof caved in during the top of the fifth. Fifteen
batters and three Falcon pitchers later, the Irish had nine
runs and a lead it never relinquished.
Hebel gave up the first five and was the losing pitcher (21) before leaving the inning without retiring anybody. Mike
Hale and Ric Richmond were anything but successful in
relief, giving up three runs and one run respectively in the
inning.
The Irish added another run in the seventh, but it was
merely icing on the cake The damage had already been
done.
"It was a disastrous inning." Purvis said. "Everything
that could possibly gone wrong did Our problems just
seemed to compound at once. I guess when it rains. It pours
"I kept Hebel in the game as long as I did because of bis
capability to get out of trouble once he gets into it Not many
pitchers have this ability." be added

36 holes with 74-77-151 and
Jim Smith had 79-74-153.
Playing with an arthritic
condition in his wrist. Mark
McConnell turned in a score
0181-83-163.
Piper said he thinks the
Falcons are "closing the
gap" enroute to the MAC
championships this week..id.
The gap is among BG.
Ohio University and Miami

Stickers club
Bobcats 20-8

finished with 133 and onehalf points. Ohio State had 55
and one-half, Central. 54 and
Ohio II. 48
Ohio State was a late
entrant because the Buckeyes needed a replacement
for the meet they were scheduled to enter at Pittsburgh
University on Friday The
plane the Bucks were to take
from Columbus developed
engine trouble on the runway, forcing them to seek
another weekend opponent.
Bowling Green had too
much depth for its adversaries, taking 12 of the 19
events.
DAVE FEGLEY was a
double winner with a 13.9 in
the 120-yard high hurdles
and a 54.6 in the 440-yard
intermediate hurdles.
Fegley is Still recovering
from a left hamstring pull
suffered two weeks ago at
the Kansas Relays.
He said his leg should beal
in time for the Mid-American Conference championships at Whittaker Track
May 18-19.
Fegley said his 440 hurdles
time'' was really slow."
"My leg didn't feel bad.
but I felt like I was walking
(around the track)." he
said.
The Falcons also got good
performances from Lew
Maclin in the triple jump
and Tom Newbern in the
long jump. Maclin. a

freshman, set a team record
in the triple by leaping
47'6". breaking the old mark
of 46'11'V held by Newbern
NEWBERN couldn t compete ,n the triple jump after
his triumph in the long jump
because he sprained his
right ankle on his fust
attempt in what used to be
called the hop, skip and
jump."
"I felt good today too."
Newbern said after he
turned the ankle. "I've
always had these problems tendonitis. bad heel, everything
"I'll try to win the MAC as
long as I don't do something
to this (right) foot."
The Falcons also got victories in the steeplechase
(Steve Danforth. 9.26.6). 440
relay, mile (Craig Macdonald. 4:076), shot put

(Jeff Booms. 47W). 440
(Ted Farver. 48 1). 8(0
Kick Scbnittker. 1:54.4).
three-mile (Tracy Elliott.
13 54 3) and mile relay.
"We seem to be coming
along pretty well." coach
Mel Brodt said of BG s progress toward the MAC
championships
OHIO STATE coach Bob
Ekskamp did not feel the
same way. "We ran very,
very poor." he said.
In other MAC dual meet
action Saturday. Kent State
and Western Michigan had
72 and one-half and Eastern
Michigan had 58 and one-half
in a triangular meet at Kent
Slate
Brodt now sees the conference race as a dog-eatdog affair among Kent, Western, Eastern. Miami and
BG

C'mcy gets club
CINCINNATI Ohio (APIWorld Hockey Association
officials yesterday awarded
a franchise to Cincinnati and
indicated three more franchises are pending
WHA President Gary L
Davidson, who departed for
the West Coast immediately
after the franchise
announcement, said two of
the cities under considera-

tion were Miami. Fla. and
Vancouver, B.C.
He said the WHA was
delighted" to come to Cincinnati because of the city's
past support of big league
teams "
Steve Arnold. WHA personnel director, said the Cincinnati franchise will begin
operation in 1974-75.

By Jim Mangos*

One good turn
deserves another.

Playing their second non-conference game this season,
the Falcon stickers pounded the Ohio University lacrosse
club. 204
The OU game was not meant to be used as a scoring and
assist average booster, but the Falcons took advantage of
the situation by collecting 20 goals and 12 assists
The 20 goals tied a Bowling Green record for most goals
scored in a single game The 12 assists fell one short of tying
a record set in 1969 against the Cleveland Lacrosse Club
BG coach Mickey Cochrane said Bowling Green schedules
the Bobcat squad because it is the only other Mid-American
Conference school that has a lacrosse program
IN THE FIRST quarter of play, the Falcons picked up
three goals and Ol' managed two.
Falcon oxaptain Bob Decker tallied two of his five goals
in the first period Decker's first goal came as he took a
pass from Rich Alpert. He later scored an unassisted goal
Freshman midfielder Paul Collins scored the third
Falcon goal
In the second period. BG continued to pull awav from the
Bobcats
Collins tallied his second goal of the day on a pass from
Paul Wayne John Gawaluck scored on a pass from Bill
Grimes Alpert. Leif F.lsmo. and Wayne all picked up
unassisted goals in the period.
OU tallied three more goals in the second quarter, but the
Falcons still led, 8-5. at intermission
IN THE THIRD period, the Gawaluck from Grimes
combination connected again.
Decker scored three times in the quarter, once on a pass
from Grimes, once unassisted, and once from Verne Zabek..
Grimes tallied from Zabek. and fed Wayne for a score.
Junior Paul Eldridge joined in the Falcon second-half
scoring barrage when be took a pass from Alpert
The Falcons peppered the OU goal for seven tallies in the
third period while OU picked up two goals.
Fourth period BG scoring was Zabek from Grimes;
Grimes unassisted. F.lsmo from Dencker; Elsmo from John
Bowen: and Paul Wayne unassisted.
The Falcons play their final Midwest Lacrosse
Association borne game Wednesday when they tangle with
Ohio Wesleyan at the stadium at 3:30p.m.
The BG-Wesleyan contest is an important game in the
MLA since both teams have a good shot for a post-season
tournament bid.

From one beer lover to another.
-•w.'jKfcfcabi

Tackle

In the annual spring fastball gams last Friday night
auartarbac* JM Babies finds Mttk ream in the Brawn team's
Wit km. Putting the damps M Babies it JtM tuo»N(70) ond
Ian Nkhry (72). ■abks Ud the Whit, unit t* a 23-13
triumph.

B.G. Specials Only

Red Roses-Long Stem '10.00 doz.
Carnations-No. 1 Lone Stem $6.00 doz.
CORSAGES - T&RARIUMS
PLANTS - ARRANGEMENTS - CUT FLOWERS

Myles Flowers
352-2002

109 Clay St.

353-2802

